
The world is going through unprecedented changes that can have a big impact on the global 
economic and investment outlook in 2017. Markets will be watchful of Trump as he unveils his 
economic policies.  Other factors like the unfolding Brexit saga, the risk of upsets in key 
European elections and faster-than-expected rate hikes are some factors contributing to an 
unchartered investment environment in 2017. Despite the market volatility, it’s not all doom 
and gloom. Overall we continue to advocate a defensive posture for asset allocation. However, 
this does not mean that there are no opportunities; instead investment strategies have to be 
more nimble to adjust along the way as we get more clarity especially from what Trump will 
do. Trump’s uncertain world creates equity winners and losers. In our base case, the U.S. 
would outperform, while the rest of the markets register lacklustre returns. Therefore, on our 
equity region allocation, we are turning neutral on U.S. from an underweight position.

Marc Van de Walle, Head, Global Wealth Management, OCBC Bank
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How to invest in a year of unprecedented uncertainties

“
”

2017 - Navigating Unchartered Waters



”
Unusual Uncertainty in 2017

Political turbulence means that there is more uncertainty over the global 
economic outlook than there has been this decade. The risk of recession – 
perhaps due to “boom-bust” – has risen.

Richard Jerram, Chief Economist, Bank of Singapore

GLOBAL OUTLOOK
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Key Points 
•  Previously there was no prospect of a U.S. recession within a realistic time frame. Mildly-loose policy was allowing a gradual 

absorption of excess capacity. This no longer seems to be an appropriate framework.

•  The two factors that usually cause a downturn are an exogenous shock or domestic overheating, that leads to monetary tightening 
which hurts growth. Both are possible now. The former could stem from tari�s that damage global trade, the latter from �scal 
stimulus into an economy already near to full capacity. There is now a realistic risk of a recession in Trump’s �rst term in o�ce, 
perhaps by 2019.

•  More positive outcomes are also possible. Judicious deregulation and targeted fiscal spending could raise the potential growth 
rate, especially if accompanied by restraint on trade policy. This could produce a “stronger for longer” expansion. This outlook will 
need to be revised as the policy direction of the new Trump administration becomes clearer.

•  The Eurozone is at risk of the disruption seen in the U.K. and U.S. in 2016, with several important political elections and events in 
the coming year. Rising anti-EU sentiment in the founding members of the EU is a particular concern. Even if the survival of the EU 
is not seriously threatened, it is becoming harder to implement reforms that would improve the stability of the region.

•  More positively, the anti-EU sentiment seems to have contributed to acceptance of a slight loosening of fiscal policy, which will 
help to support growth in 2017 and 2018. Unlike the U.S. and Japan, the Eurozone still has significant excess capacity. 

•  Japan’s economy is around full employment even though growth has averaged just 0.7 per cent over the past five years. Economic 
activity is only slightly greater than pre-crisis levels in 2008 which is a useful indication of the drag that demographics is having on 
productive capacity. Growth is set to be a little more rapid in 2017 due to �scal stimulus and the weaker exchange rate, but this will 
just be a short-term lift. 

•  In Asia, China remains a significant medium-term risk. Rapid lending, high investment rates and slowing economic growth is a 
combination that suggests an ine�cient allocation of credit and an eventual bad debt crisis. In China the process is largely internal – 
so no Lehman shock – and dominated by the state, which implies the consequence is that the growth rate grinds lower, rather than 
the system explodes.

•  After Mexico, Asia is most exposed to U.S. tariffs. Restrictions on U.S. imports from China would affect the entire region through the 
impact on the extended supply chains. Moreover, the U.S. has large trade deficits with many other Asian economies, even before 
we consider their exports that go to the U.S. via China.



Looking at the glass half full?

Key Points 
• Post U.S. elections, Chinese bond yields have risen in tandem with U.S. treasuries amid rising in�ation expectations and 

tightening liquidity from both CNY depreciation driven capital out�ows and monetary policy shift to control rising property 
bubble risks. 

• Market sentiment appears to be improving with HK/China equities starting to rebound after falling as much as 7-10 per cent 
in the past 2 months for MSCI China and HSCEI but the earnings outlook remains mixed with further earnings estimates 
downgrades and MSCI China 13.3x PE above the 5 year average.

• Heading into 2017, an important year for leadership transition, the government is likely to focus on maintaining social and 
economic stability. We expect the Stop and Go policies illustrated by easing and tightening to continue as GDP growth 
fluctuates around the baseline of 6.5 per cent. 

• With the producer price index bottoming in Sep-16, the low base effect should benefit corporate earnings especially those 
upstream. However, with sluggish end-demand and overcapacity, sustainable pricing power pick-up is likely to take time and 
hence broad-based tightening measures before mid-2017 are unlikely. 

• Should property sales growth slow as tightening measures to cool rising home prices kick in, the government could rely more 
on infrastructure investment to maintain economic growth. Private-public partnership (PPP) projects are expected to pick up 
pace and our preferred plays would be via the materials and environmental protection sectors.

• Re�ecting the stronger dollar, CNY has depreciated 3.7 per cent since beginning of October. While this has not caused any 
major market concerns as CNY had been stable-to-slightly stronger against the reference basket, our FX strategist highlights 
the need to remain vigilant as an acceleration of CNY weakness would create adverse spillovers on other Asian currencies. 
More capital out�ows could further reduce China’s FX reserves and increase market volatility. 

• Exports could see some reprieve from weaker CNY but may not rebound strongly in light of subdued global demand. Further 
risks could come from Trump implementing his threat to impose tariffs. Amid uncertainties from Trump’s potential policies, 
more domestic driven economy such as China could be more resilient while rate sensitive sectors including HK property and 
utilities could be more a�ected. 

• With rising yields, winners include insurance companies bene�tting from rising net investment yield while losers include 
gas and electricity companies. We also view near-term weakness in IT sector as an opportunity to accumulate quality stocks.

Heading into 2017, an important year for leadership transition, the government is likely 
to focus on maintaining social and economic stability. We expect the Stop and Go policies 
illustrated by easing and tightening to continue as GDP growth �uctuates around the 
baseline of 6.5 per cent.

HONG KONG / CHINA MARKET OUTLOOK
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Remain Cautious on Equities   
In 2017, we expect volatility to remain elevated as markets continue to 
discover what a Trump presidency really represents. We remain cautious 
on equities and have upgraded U.S. equities from underweight to 
neutral for its defensive traits.

Sean Quek, Head Equity Research, Bank of Singapore

EQUITIES
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“ ”Key Points 
• Markets dived onto a reflationary trade even as the Republican’s sweep has widened the range of possible global growth and 

geopolitical outcomes. At the same time, the pace of Fed rate hikes is likely to accelerate. Further, ahead of the busy political agenda, 
European political risks lurk. Coupled with extended valuations, risk-reward remains unattractive. Hence, we remain cautious on 
equities. Regionally, we are neutral on the U.S. and cautious on Europe, Japan and Asia ex-Japan.

• The post-U.S. election rally to record levels - notwithstanding the rise in yields - suggests that the market sees growth acceleration 
outweighing the impact from higher rates. Clearly, there is not enough information at this stage to arrive at such a conclusion with 
conviction. Further, with the recent rise, valuations have become extended. Without more concrete details, the Trump re�ation 
trade could run out of steam. Nevertheless, U.S. equities remain more defensive on a relative basis. 

• Going into 2017, the risk of political contagion remains a potential overhang in Europe given the busy political calendar. In 
the meantime, negotiations between the U.K. and the EU are expected to kick-off. Also, consensus earnings growth for 2017 seems 
to be optimistic again. Combined with the region’s above-average price-to-earnings ratio, we remain cautious in European equities.

• In Japan, we maintain the view that investors would see beyond short-term stimulus, whether from monetary or fiscal policy and 
more sustained re-rating of Japanese equities would require more meaningful structural reforms that would boost Japan’s growth 
potential. Meanwhile, near-term, the market would continue to be driven mainly by movements of the Yen. Although valuations are 
not demanding, we remain cautious on Japanese equities.

• Asia ex-Japan equities bore the brunt of Trump’s victory. Besides fears of Trump-triggered trade war, growing expectations of faster 
Fed tightening also weighed on regional currencies. If Trump pursues his anti-trade policies, it is highly negative for Asia’s growth. 
Also, an accelerated Fed tightening phase would weigh on the region. Hence, although Asia Ex-Japan markets continue to trade at 
a discount to their Developed Market peers, risk-reward for the region has deteriorated.



Shift in outlook for U.S. rates
A Trump Presidency could mean a faster pace of rate hikes in the next two 
years. Previously we had expected �ve 25 basis point rate hikes in 2017-2018 
but now we provisionally raise this to seven rate hikes.

Vasu Menon, Senior Investment Strategist, Wealth Management Singapore - OCBC Bank

BONDS
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“ ”Key Points 
• Trump will inherit an economy in its eighth year of expansion (admittedly a slow-paced one) and near to full capacity. Inflation is 

increasingly evident, in both consumer prices and wages. In this situation, the planned �scal stimulus and a more restrictive 
approach to immigration will heighten in�ationary pressures, as would tari�s on imports.

• This implies a faster pace of Fed tightening over the next couple of years, although much depends on the policy choices of the 
Trump administration. However, as �nancial markets anticipate this change, through a �rmer U.S. dollar and higher bond yields, 
these act as a drag on activity and reduce the need for the Fed to be too aggressive. 

• The Fed seems happy to allow the economy to “run hot” in order to pull away from deflation risk and perhaps repair some of the 
damage to the labour market. However, core in�ation is already at 1.7 per cent, so there is not much room before it breaches the 
Fed’s 2 per cent target.

• Also remember that at some point the Fed is likely to let the size of its balance sheet shrink. It has been stable for the past two years 
as the proceeds of maturing bonds are being re-invested. We doubt that the Fed would run down its balance sheet before interest 
rates are over 1 per cent which probably rules out 2017. However, it could announce its future policy intentions at any point and there 
is a risk that this has an impact akin to former Fed Chair Bernanke’s infamous “tapering” remark in May 2013.

• The bond market has already started to respond to the new outlook for U.S. policy. After the initial jump, yields could stabilise until 
the Trump’s policy priorities become clearer, hopefully in 1Q2017. After that we can see Fed tightening pushing up the curve, with 
10-year US Treasury yields approaching 3 per cent by end-2017. Investment grade returns will be dull in this environment – barely 
better than cash.

• We are moderately defensive in our asset allocation and continue to prefer credit over equity. On credit, we do not foresee credit 
spreads widening significantly, as any fiscal stimulus would delay recession risk. As a result, we are turning less bearish on 
developed market high yield bonds. However, we are careful not to take on too much bond duration risk because higher in�ation 
expectations will push long-dated bond yields higher.

• We recently lowered our positive stance on Emerging Market high yield bonds given expected headwinds emanating from 
anticipated changes under a Trump administration, which moderates our expected 2017 return for the aggregate asset class. 
However, given our expectation of modest spread tightening going forward, the higher coupon of High Yield should help bu�er and 
insulate returns to at least some extent from rising U.S. Treasury yields and place it in a position to outperform Emerging Market 
investment grade bonds.  

• Given the potential risks posed by Trump’s policies, there will be greater differentiation among Emerging Market bonds with those 
operating in countries and sectors which are less a�ected by global trade and with relatively strong external balances, showing 
more resilience. On the other hand, Emerging Market bonds with a bigger exposure to external trade and poorer economic 
fundamentals would probably be more vulnerable.
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Making the US dollar great again?
Trade-exposed Asian currencies which have been the greatest 
bene�ciaries of globalisation stand to lose most from an escalation 
of trade tension between China and the United States.

Michael Tan, Senior Investment Counsellor, OCBC Bank 

Key Points 
• The possibility of stronger economic growth and higher interest rates in the United States should augur well for the U.S. dollar and 

there are good reasons to be positive about the currency. However there is insu�cient information so far on the Trump’s 
administration’s priorities and the magnitude of its intended policies and until we get more clarity it’s hard to say with a great deal 
of conviction that the U.S. dollar could surge signi�cantly against other major currencies like the Yen and the Euro. 

• Two other considerations complicate the path of the U.S. dollar against reserve currencies. First is the lurking fear that if trade 
disruption becomes a first-order issue, this would help Euro and Yen while undermining Asian currencies. Second, if the drag on U.S. 
growth from the stronger greenback and higher yields manifests before the boost from �scal policy, then we may see additional 
market volatility as positioning and investor expectations get revised. The U.S. dollar could then struggle as the markets reassess 
“Trumponomics”.

• Trade-exposed Asian currencies stand to lose most from an escalation of trade tension between China and the United States. So far 
China has not reacted to the U.S. election. The Chinese currency has been weakening against the U.S. dollar but the currency has 
actually been stable-to-slightly stronger against a basket. Whether the Chinese currency will continue to remain stable against its 
basket is a risk that we will have to remain vigilant over, as an acceleration of its weakness would create adverse spillovers on other 
Asian currencies.

• Low oil prices in 2016 had put a strain on a range of oil producing countries. This lends some credibility to the OPEC deal to cut 
output, even though enforcement will be a problem, as usual. OPEC still accounts for over one-third of global production. 
Unfortunately for OPEC, shale has changed the dynamics of oil production as supply can quickly respond to a rise in prices. The U.S. 
rig count is already up nearly 50 per cent from the lows of May 2016 as producers respond to the prospect of higher profitability. This 
will limit the upside to prices. 

• We are not long-term gold bulls but there are enough uncertainties ahead – from politics to potential policy impact on growth/ 
in�ation – to support gold prices going into early 2017. However, the Trump victory in the U.S. elections has repriced the U.S. dollar 
and interest rate expectations higher, both of which are headwinds for gold prices. Consequently, we have lowered our gold price 
forecasts. However, gold should still o�er protection to portfolios in risk-averse periods, especially after its recent sharp fall; gold 
prices should rise fast when risky assets run into trouble.

FX & COMMODITIES
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Hong Kong’s economy surprised on the upside, growing a faster than expected 1.9 per 
cent on the year in 3Q, largely bolstered by an uptick in private consumption and investments. 
In addition, pickup in crucial gaming and tourism sectors boosted Macau’s economy. 
Macau grew 4 per cent year-on-year in 3Q, its �rst positive advance in the past two years. 
Nevertheless, global uncertainties remain which could dent external demand. Subdued 
wage growth could also constrain local consumption in both cities despite lower 
inflation. As such, recovery in both economies will likely be modest over 2017.

Treasury Research, Treasury Division, OCBC Wing Hang

A Modest Rebound Expected in Hong Kong and Macau
SPECIALS
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“ ”Key Points 
• On the Hong Kong front, growth in private consumption improved notably from previous 0.5 per cent to 1.2 per cent amid improving 

market sentiment, lending support to economic growth. Investments also printed a 6 per cent increase in 3Q, signaling an increase 
in corporate con�dence. 

• In addition, construction expenditure in the private sector rose 3.4 per cent, bolstered by the acceleration in the pace of construction 
activities in the private property market. Export growth remained stable while import growth surged from 0.2 per cent to 2.4 per 
cent amid the rise in commodity price. However, given President-elect Trump’s unfriendly stance on China’s exports, HK’s trade 
sector may take a hit. Also, a potential acceleration in the pace of rate hikes by the Fed in the coming year could push up the HKD, 
which will weigh on the tourism and trade sectors. 

• Yet, the death of Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) could be a potential positive for HK’s trade sector. With the agreement likely up in 
smoke, Asian economies are starting to shift their focus towards the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP), a trade 
deal that would make China the biggest winner in the end. Given the uncertainties ahead, we believe the outlook of HK’s economy 
remains subpar. We forecast GDP to expand by 1.4 per cent and 1.9 per cent in 2016 and 2017 respectively. 

• Meanwhile, Macau’s economic growth has outpaced Hong Kong. Amid a rebound in the gaming and tourism sectors, exports of 
gaming services (0.2 per cent increase YoY) and those of other tourism services (6.5 per cent increase YoY) posted positive growth, 
supporting GDP growth. Indeed, GDP growth in Macau marked its �rst advance into positive territory since 2Q2014, rising 4 per cent 
on the year in 3Q. Other supporting factors include the resurgence in investments which enjoyed a 2.3 per cent year-on-year growth. 

• For fiscal year 2017, the Macau government plans to increase expenditure by 12 per cent. While fewer projects are scheduled to be 
completed in 2017, buoyant government investment expenditure could  compensate for the benign private investment. 

• Also, private consumption in Macau finally reversed from the downward trend seen over the past two quarters, rising 0.3 per cent 
on the year. This was largely attributed to a low in�ation environment along with a stable labor market. However, private 
consumption may only grow moderately in the coming quarters due to stagnant income growth. 

• Finally, lackluster external demand continued to weigh with exports of goods (-15.6 per cent YoY) falling for a fourth straight quarter. 
On balance, GDP is expected to contract by around 5 per cent YoY in 2016. 

• Moving forward, the e�ect of a low base, gradual recovery in gaming and tourism sectors, as well as resilient government 
consumption and investment are likely to offset the impact of benign local and external demand. As such, we expect Macau to 
grow by 3 to 5 per cent in 2017.


